
This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Pedro Wirz at Marc SelwynCosima von Bonin at House of GagaYan Xinyue at Capsule ShanghaiElizabeth Peyton at UCCA Center for Contemporary ArtMire Lee at Art Sonje
CenterKazuyuki Takezaki at Misako &amp; RosenKazuyuki Takezaki, Yu Nishimura at KAYOKOYUKIâ€œSummertime Blues â€˜2020â€• at CADAN YURAKUCYOCamille Henrot at Art Sonje CenterAllan McCollum at
Institute of Contemporary Art, MiamiPedro Reyes at Museum TinguelySteve Reinke at MUMOKHave an excellent week.The post Week in Review: September, 6 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Steve ReinkeVenue: MUMOK, ViennaExhibition Title:Â ButterCurated by: Manuela AmmerDate: March 6 â€“ October 26, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Vimeo:ï»¿Steve Reinke, An Arrow Pointing to a Hole, 2019, Video, Farbe, 27:08 (excerpt)Images courtesy of mumok Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien, Vienna. Courtesy der
KÃ¼nstler und Galerie / courtesy of the artist and gallery Isabella Bortolozzi, Berlin,Press Release:â€œMy work wants me dead, I know. It is all it ever talks about,â€• writes Steve Reinke in a correspondence on the
occasion of his exhibition at mumok.Death and life, empathy and cruelty, sex and intimacyâ€”but also the uneasy relationship between the author and his workâ€”are the kind of topics that Reinke (born 1963 in Eganville,
Canada; lives in Chicago, USA) engages with in his work. In the best Nietzschean manner, however, he considers human beings not political or moral entities but puppets of microbiotic agendas: instead of the Freudian
ego and id, it is bacteria, placentae, and plankton that rule the world in his more recent videos, and â€œcultureâ€• designates not humanistic achievement but life in a petri dish. Butter, Reinkeâ€™s first ever solo
museum show, presents his new video, An Arrow Pointing to a Hole, as well as a selection of his sinister text images and absentminded needlepoints, all of which, in a paradoxically precise manner, tell stories of loss of
control, formlessness, and self-abandon.As an artist and writer, Reinke is best known for his monologue-based videos, among them The Hundred Videos (1989â€“1996), which he programmatically conceived as an
â€œearly work.â€• In these five hours of video material, Reinke, by furnishing found, filmed, and animated images with confessional comments, blurs the boundary between documentary and fiction, thus anticipating the
narcissistic structure of our current social media landscape. In 2006, Reinke started a new cycle titled Final Thoughts, to which the work presented at mumok also belongs and which will be concluded at the time of the
artistâ€™s death. Whereas questions of libido and erosâ€”that is, life-affirming principlesâ€”were often central in earlier works, Final Thoughts is dedicated to their antagonists. Reinke is considering the end of thingsâ€”of
language, consciousness, and experienceâ€”and thus of his own person. In the nocturnal monologue scene in An Arrow Pointing to a Hole the artist is physically omnipresentâ€”as a face, sonorous voice, and tattooed
bodyâ€”but the existence of a realm beyond this naked manifestation is categorically called into question. He had already lost his subconscious as a boy, as the narrator wants us to believe, and since then the chorus of
his microbiome has been doing the talking: â€œMy guts &#8230; my guts were humming. They have been humming ever since, and I mostly do whatever they say.â€• Has the prophecy come true? Is Reinke, the subject,
dead? Hard to say. What is very much alive is his quest for the dissolution of the grammatical fiction of the â€œIâ€•â€”for forms without structure, without a face, without perspective.Both Reinkeâ€™s text images and his
needlepoints reify such yearning for a loss of form. Grounded in the practice of notetaking and doodling, they are images that refuse to be images, strange hybrids of precise execution and nebulous contents. The
drawings of words and phrases on which the series of silkscreen prints Portfolio A, B, C, D (2016â€“2019) is based, for example, are made with ink dripping from an eyedropper. The line is hard to controlâ€”painting rather
than writingâ€”and lends phrases such as â€œAmoeba Navigates Labyrinthâ€• or â€œStrong Corpse Weak Ghostâ€• an erratic expression. The needlepoint embroideries Reinke has been making for about ten years are
similarly contradictory objectsâ€”â€œreally slow, crafty doodles,â€• as the artist writes. Reinke produces them without either plan or intention: one color follows another; patterns emerge and are abandoned. The result is
strangely innocent, quasi-abstract objects, their back as important as their front, whose only function is to indicate killed time. In conjunction with this exhibition, the first monograph on Steve Reinkeâ€™s work in the
German-speaking world is published. It is also the first publication that looks at the artistâ€™s text images and needlepoints in addition to his video works. Along with a preface by the curator, the book features texts by
Laura U. Marks, Jaakko Pallasvuo, Kerstin Stakemeier, Samo TomÅ¡iÄ•, and Reinke himself. Thanks to Galerie Isabella Bortolozzi, Berlin, and the Alice Kaplan Institute of Humanities at Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois, for their support of this publication.Link: Steve Reinke at MUMOKThe post Steve Reinke at MUMOK first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Pedro ReyesVenue:Â Museum Tinguely,
BaselExhibition Title:Â Pedro Reyes. Return To SenderDate: June 24 â€“ November 15, 2020Curated by: Roland WetzelClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Museum Tinguely, BaselPress Release:For his works, Pedro Reyes (b. 1972, lives and works in Mexico City) uses architecture, sculpture, video, performance, and participation to
promote collective and individual power of action in political, social, ecological, and educational situations. His projects take place in the research field between a socially shaped understanding of architecture, the sensual
and symbolic dimension of sculpture, and a decidedly political stance that adopts a radically humanist and Marxist position. At documenta 13 in 2012, for example, he presented the work Sanatorium, a first-aid pavilion for
lifestyle diseases, such as stress or anxiety, which offered a variety of therapies based on shamanism, cognition research, and relationship counselling in a playful yet socially binding and unifying way. He was already
represented at Museum Tinguely in 2016 in the exhibition PriÃ¨re de toucher &#8211; The Touch of ArtÂ with the work CuerpomÃ¡tico II (2015), a toolbox that presented sensual objects of touch.The invitation to Reyes to
develop a new work for Museum Tinguely follows on from an earlier work from 2012. For the work group Disarm, he was able to use 6,700 weapons confiscated in the Mexican drug war and transform these into musical
instruments. In a first version (Disarm), he created instruments that could be played live by musicians who were friends of his. This was followed by the conception of an multi-part weapon-instrument ensembleÂ Disarm
(Mechanized) I, 2012-13,Â which plays percussive music pieces in a mechanized and automated way.Both projectsÂ Palas por PistolasÂ andÂ DisarmÂ emerged from the specific situation of the Mexican drug war.
However, the commercialization and proliferation of weapons is a worldwide problem that Reyes addresses with his new body of workÂ Disarm Music BoxÂ (2020). With these works, he criticizes the ever-increasing
accumulation of weapons throughout the world from a pacifist perspective. In this newly created group of works, weapons are acquired from specific manufacturersâ€”they can be found in almost every country in the
worldâ€”and then destroyed in order to create resonating bodies from their barrels to be used in newly created music boxes. They play well-known, classical music pieces from the respective manufacturerâ€™s country of
origin. A musical box made with Glock pistol parts plays Mozart, Beretta barrels Vivaldi, while Reyes&#8217;s weapon of choice for SwissÂ songwriterÂ Mani Matter is the Carabine.Â Reyes is concerned with
Â«upcyclingÂ» â€“ transforming an instrument of death into a musical instrument that stands for dialog and exchange. He undertakes this transformation process with the conviction that the physical act is always
accompanied by an idealistic one and appeals to the spiritual dimension of this quasi-alchemical operation towards the good.The exhibition Pedro Reyes. Return to SenderÂ is the fifth in a series, in which each exhibition
focuses on one particular aspect of Tinguelyâ€™s workÂ Mengele-Dance of Death. JÃ©rÃ´me Zonderâ€™s exhibition in 2017 focused on the criticism of totalitarianism that unites the work of both artists; Gauri Gillâ€™s
exhibition in 2018 focused on the vanitas concept of the memento mori between birth and death; Lois Weinbergerâ€™s exhibition in 2019 initiated a dialog revolving around the two different farmhouse biographies of the
artists, relating superstition and Catholicism; and Tadeusz Kantorâ€™s Dance of Death and Theater of Death enabled an exchange between the two works.The second of the two existing versions of Disarm (Mechanized)
II, (2014) will enter into dialog with Tinguelyâ€™s Mengele-Dance of Death (1986) as part of the exhibition. In the dialog between the two works presented in adjacent rooms, Tinguelyâ€™s criticism of totalitarianism and
Reyesâ€™ critical examination of the society-destroying exchange processes of drugs and weapons meet in a gruesome dance of death.Link: Pedro Reyes at Museum TinguelyThe post Pedro Reyes at Museum Tinguely
first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Allan McCollumVenue:Â Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami, MiamiExhibition Title:Â Allan McCollum: Works Since 1969Date: March 26 â€“ December 7, 2020Curated
By: Alex Gartenfeld and Stephanie SeidelClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami, MiamiPress
Release:The Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA Miami) presents the first U.S. museum retrospective for legendary American artist Allan McCollum (b. 1944), opening on March 26. Allan McCollum: Works Since 1969
traces the artistâ€™s iconoclastic philosophy on the originality, value, and context of art. While McCollumâ€™s contributions have been the focus of six major museum exhibitions in Europe and his work is included in
more than 90 museum collections worldwide, this is the first museum exhibition in the U.S. to survey his 50-year career across a range of media, including painting, sculpture, photography, rarely seen early works and
large-scale installations. Curated by ICA Miami Artistic Director Alex Gartenfeld and Associate Curator Stephanie Seidel, Works Since 1969 is on view at ICA Miami through July 19, 2020, and at the Mildred Lane Kemper
Art Museum at Washington University in St. Louis from September 26 through January 4, 2021.â€œFor decades, Allan McCollum has explored how identity and community are created through collections of objects. In
our fractious and digital age, his explorations of regional American culture have never been more timely,â€• said Alex Gartenfeld, ICA Miamiâ€™s Artistic Director. â€œMcCollumâ€™s work is profoundly influential on
artists working on the role of the museum in societyâ€”yet has been underexplored to date. Our survey builds on ICA Miamiâ€™s history of providing the first major U.S. museum platform for artists whose work merits
renewed attention and reveals insights about contemporary society and culture.â€•Organized chronologically, Works Since 1969 brings together more than more than 20 series that blur the boundaries between
mass-produced object and unique, exalted artifact. Some of the artistâ€™s earliest major series, â€œBleach Paintingsâ€• and â€œConstructed Paintingsâ€•â€”both begun in 1969â€”reflect McCollumâ€™s interrogations
of art historyâ€™s longstanding preoccupation with medium specificity. Not painted in a traditional sense, but instead made from materials widely available in supermarkets and hardware stores, McCollum considers the
cultural conventions surrounding painting, fabricated through its context and social significance.Critiques of originality and value carry through McCollumâ€™s five decades of practice, demonstrated through a range of
major series on view in the exhibition. These include his iconic â€œSurrogate Paintingsâ€• (1978â€“ ) and â€œPlaster Surrogatesâ€• (1982â€“ ), wooden wall-mounted reliefs and plaster casts shaped like framed
pictures in monochromatic colors, which emphasize the conventions of framed images as a universal sign for anything meaningful and valuable.Demonstrating the role of scale and repetition in his work, the exhibition addi
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